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Maximizing the Benefits of Research
What you need to know:
When research is easier to access, it supports 
closer collaboration between the different 
groups that are affected by it. Universities, 
communities, government agencies and 
businesses can improve their collaboration with 
each other to apply research findings to real 
world problems and maximize the impacts of 
research.  
What is this research about?
Knowledge mobilization (KMb) and social 
innovation gets university research into the 
hands of policy makers, businesses, and 
community groups. These stakeholders increase 
the social, economic and environmental impacts 
of research by using it to improve the wellbeing 
of people and our planet. Thus, research must 
speak to different industries and communities to 
see its effect on the social economy. A stronger 
social economy can emerge if we work together, 
finish projects, join knowledge, and set goals. 
This study explains the relationship between 
people doing research, people who need that 
research, and its relevance to society. KMb and 
social innovation find ways to collaborate and 
communicate it to make the world a better place.
What did the researchers do?
The authors studied literature and practices 
in universities, community groups, and the 
government. They wanted to see how effectively 
research was being used after it was completed. 
They reviewed social innovation trends and 
suggested ways to make research easier to 
access and understand for these stakeholders.
What did the researchers find?
A brief description of research findings allows 
interested stakeholders to recognize and access 
the full report quickly. Social Innovation can 
thrive when we share our research findings 
and open up communication between different 
sectors. Knowledge brokers play an important 
role in KMb. They help stakeholders in different 
sectors connect with research to improve its 
impact. The authors also suggested ways to 
improve communication and collaboration 
among government agencies, universities, and 
community groups. These included: 
• Improve KMb strategies to strengthen the 
impact of research and social innovation; 
• Develop sustained funding programs to help 
researchers and their community partners 
collaborate more effectively; 
• Open and increase communication among 
government, community groups, businesses 
and researchers;
• Train and create a community of KMb and 
social innovation leaders and practitioners and 
stay connected.
How can you use this research?
Businesses may use this research to improve 
innovation and social enterprise through access 
to research. Policy makers may consider 
developing a strategy to improve relations with 
universities through KMb. Academic researchers 
may also use this work to leverage investment 
in their research and maximize social innovation 
through their findings. Community groups can 
access research easily and use it to improve 
current and future programs and services. 
Community-based research also becomes 
more accessible to different universities when 
partnered with universities through KMb. 
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Knowledge Mobilization at York
York’s Knowledge Mobilization Unit provides 
services for faculty, graduate students, 
community and government seeking to maximize 
the impact of academic research and expertise 
on public policy, social programming, and 
professional practice.  This summary has been 
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